
a. Ratios of Elements

Ratios of various elements can be important for specific chemical reactions. For example, the
carbon to nitrogen ratio of amendments, which generally ranges between 10:1 and 12:1 for soil organic
matter, influences the decomposition and utilization of organic matter. Ratios greater than 20:1 may
result in inefficient breakdown of organic matter due to the lack of nitrogen necessary to sustain soil
organisms. Certain sawdust sources may have a C:N ratio as high as 400:1. Turf managers who use
these as soil amendments should add some nitrogen to the mixture, since sawdust can raise the
carbon to nitrogen ratio to more than 20:1. Similar results also could occur if the nitrogen to sulfur
ratio exceeds 20:1.

II. Leaf Analysis

Tissue or leaf analysis can be used as an additional tool for determining those inputs in turf.
Leaf analysis, along with turfgrass appearance and soil analysis, can be used as a means of
diagnosing the problems and effectiveness of fertilization programs, especially those implemented to
correct micronutrient deficiencies. While soil analysis for some nutrients does not always adequately
indicate their availability to plants, leaf analysis can be used to detect potential nutrient deficiencies
before visual symptoms appear. Leaf analysis also provides a comparison between nutrient levels
available to turf plants and soil test levels and can possibly identify the factors that may interfere with
nutrient uptake to create a deficiency in the plant. In Tables 4-7, leaf analysis has been used to
indicate general ranges for nutrient levels in golf course grasses.

Table 4. Relative nutrient ranges for bermudagrass greens and tees,
from leaf analysis.*

Element Low Sufficient High

Nitrogen 3.50 - 3.99 4.00 - 6.00 >6.00
Phosphorus 0.15 - 0.24 0.25 - 0.60 >0.60
Potassium 1.00 - 1.49 1.50 - 4.00 >4.00
Calcium 0.30 - 0.49 0.50 - 1.00 >1.00
Magnesium 0.10 - 0.12 0.13 - 0.40 >0.40
Sulfur 0.15 - 0.19 0.20- 0.50 >0.60

..------------------------------- ppm --------------------------------

Boron 4 - 5 6 - 30 >30
Copper 3-4 5 - 50 >50
Iron 40 - 49 50 - 350 >350
Manganese 16 - 24 25 - 300 >300
Zinc 15 - 19 20 - 250 >250

*After Jones, Wolf, and Mills.
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